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The Projective Characters of the Symmetric Groups 
that Remain Irreducible on Subgroups* 
PETER B. KLEIDMAN ANI) DAVID B. WALES 
An important problem in studying embeddings of one finite group in 
another is to determine all subgroups H of a group G for which an 
irreducible character of G remains irreducible upon restriction to H. Such 
questions arise, for example, in the study of maximal subgroups of the 
finite classical groups, where one seeks to classify triples H < G < G.L( V), 
where both H and G are quasisimple and act absolutely irreducibly in 
GL( V) (see Problem 4 in [1] and Problems 4 and 5 in 1211, for example). 
This problem has been solved when G is the symmetric group S,, or the 
alternating group A,, by Sax1 [17]. In this paper we attack the same 
problem for faithful characters of a non-splitting double cover s,, of S,,. 
For each n 3 4, there are two such groups [IS]. Their irreducible represen- 
tations, however, are very similar. Indeed. given a set of matrices in an 
irreducible representation of one double cover, we obtain a representation 
of the other by multiplying certain matrices by the scalars +i, where 
i = v’ !-1. Consequently, subgroups for which a faithful character remains 
irreducible correspond in the two double covers. So with no loss of 
generality, we choose a particular s,,, following [22], which applies for all 
n. Here each transposition in S,, lifts to an element of order 4 in s,,, and 
disjoint transpositions in S,, generate a quaternion group Qx in 3,,. 
It turns out that finding all subgroups of s,, upon which a faithful 
character remains irreducible is a rather unwieldly task. Consequently, we 
restrict our attention to the maximal subgroups of s,,. This result appears 
in Theorem 1.1. In Theorem 1.2 we obtain the analogous result for A,,. 
Theorem 1.3 classifies those quasisimple subgroups of A,, for which an 
irreducible character remains irreducible---this has direct application to the 
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problem mentioned in the first paragraph. Finally, Theorem 1.4 provides 
the corresponding results for the three-fold and six-fold covers of ‘4, and 
A,. While Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are concerned only with maximal sub- 
groups, several results in this paper can be used to obtain information 
about the restrictions of characters to non-maximal subgroups. For exam- 
ple, Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 classify all instances in which a character of s,, 
or a,, remains irreducible upon restriction to a primitive subgroup. 
Further, Theorem 5.1 imposes strong conditions on a character of s,, which 
can remain irreducible upon restriction to an imprimitive subgroup. 
The group s,, was first investigated in detail by Schur [ 181, who deter- 
mined the characters and found the character tables using certain functions 
defined inductively. To describe these characters, we first need to define the 
set P,, of partitions ofn. A partition 1. of n is a sequence i = (I,, I.,., . .. . ;.,), 
such that i, > iwz > ... 3 j., and z:=, i., = n. The integers A, are called the 
puts of j., and the number of parts I= I(;.) (counting multiplicities) is 
called the length of i.. Given two partitions I. = {I., . . . . 2,) E .P,, and 
I-’ = {I, 3 “‘3 A} E p,,, with m 6 n, we write ,U < i if and only if k < 1 and 
/L, < i, for all i < k. Also, we define the set DP,, of distinct purtitions of n to 
be the subset of P,, consisting of partitions with distinct parts. Thus E. E DP,, 
if and only if 6, > j., + , for 1 < i < 1. The parit?, of 1, is the parity of the per- 
mutation of an element in S,, with the same cycle type as j.. Thus ,I is odd 
or even according to whether the corresponding element in S,, lies in S,, \, A,, 
or in A,,. We also write sgn(i) = - 1 if jL is odd and 1 if i is even. 
The irreducible faithful characters of s,, are indexed by the distinct parti- 
tions i = {A,. . . . . A,) in DP,,. For each even partition in DP,, there is one 
irreducible character denoted 4;. For each odd partition. there are two 
irreducible characters, denoted b,+ . 4, In this second case, we use the 
notation 4,. to denote either 4: or 4, The characters 9, are often called 
spin c’huracters. The character 4;. for jL = in) is often called the hit spirl 
hructer because it is the restriction of the spin character of the 
orthogonal group 0,, ,(R). If fi is any subgroup of g,, containing the cen- 
ter Z of s,,, we write H for the corresponding subgroup fi,!Z 6 .Y?,,/Z = S,,. 
If H is a subgroup of S,,, we write fi for the full preimage of H in. s,,. 
Before stating our main results, we need to introduce one more piece of 
notation. The group S,, contains puraholic subgroups S,, i, x S,,, acting 
naturally on [ 1, . . . . n - CI 1 and {n - u + I, . . . . n ). As a convenience we write 
s,, ‘1.<, = St, t, x S,,. Also, if n = uh, then S,, contains subgroups S,,) S,,, a 
wreath product of S,, by S, of order (u!)~ h!; these act transitively but 
imprimitively on ( 1, . . . . n 1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Supposr cj,, is (J fuit&ul irreducible chuructc>r of .?,,, n > 5, 
und suppose f? is u nza.uimul subgroup of s,,. Then 4,. 1 k is irwducihlc~ !f und 
on!,. if‘ one of the ,fdlobc~ing holdc. 
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( 1 ) H = A ,, i. odd, 
(2) H=S,, 1.13 i= (l+r,I- 1 +r ,.... 1 t-r}, n=;/(I+l)+rl, /32 
und with i. odd and r 2 0, or with i even und r = 0. 
(3) H=S,, L.2, i.= (I, I- I,..., 1), tr=il(/+ 1). 
(4) H=S,, <,.i,> i= (ni, n cwn, u<$n. 
(5) H=S,,)S,,, n=uh, u,ha2, d= {PI). 
(6) H=S,)SZ,n=10.i.=(4,3.2,1). 
(7) H=Sz)SiorSj)S7,n=6,i=j3,2,1). 
(8) H=Z,:Z4, n=5. >“= i.5) or (3,2)-. 
(9) H = S,, n = 6. E. = ( 6 j or ( 3. 2, 1 ). H trunsitive. 
(10) H=Aut(A,). n=lO. 1.= [IO). 
(11) H=M,z, 12-12, i.= j12). 
Remark. Here Aut(A,) is the full automorphism group of A, and 
Z, : Z, is the Frobenius group of order 20, which is the Sylow 5-normalizer 
in S,. Moreover M,? denotes the Mathieu group of order 26. 3j. 5 11. 
To discuss the irreducible characters of a,,, we use the fact that 
4: I‘L=4, 14, is irreducible if 3. is odd (see [ 18, 221) and we denote this 
character of a,, by ‘1;. If i is even, $j.l A^,, is a sum of two irreducible 
characters denoted q) and qz. Thus the irreducible characters of a,, are qi, 
i. odd, and ~1, ~13, 1 even. When i is even, we use the notation vi to denote 
either 11:. or ~5. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose qj, is u,filithfid irreducible charucter of A^,,, n > 5, 
und that fi is u maxirnul .suhgroup of’ A,, Then vi I fi is irreducible if’ und 
onl,’ [f one of’ the fbllow~ing holds. 
(1) H=S,, I.,nA,,, i= (l+r, I- 1 +r, . . . . 1 +r.), n=$l(l+ l)+r/, 
r 3 1, 13 2, j. even. 
(2) H=S,, ,,,nA,,, i.={l,l-I,..., l), n=$l(/+l). 
(3) H=S,, z.znA,,, i.={/,f&l,..., 11, n=$/(l+l). 
(4) H= S,, ..,,nA,,, A= in}, n odd, UC in. 
(5) H=S,,?S,nA,,, n=uh, u,h32, I.= {n). 
(6) H=S,~SznA,,,n=lO, iU=(4,3,2,1j. 
(7) H=S,lSznAA,, n=6, E.= (3.2, 1). 
(8) H= D,o, n=5, i.= (5). 
(9) H=A,, n = 6, 3. = { 6 ), H transitive. 
(10) H=L,(7), n=7, E.= 17). 
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(11) H=AGL,(2), n=8, j-= {8} OY (7, 1 ). 
(12) H=AGL,(3)nA,, n=9, i= [9i. 
(13) H=Aut(L,(8)), n=9, A= (9;. 
(14) H= Ml,, n= 10, i.= (10). 
(15) H=M,,, n= 11, ,.= ill). 
(16) H=M,,, n=12, A= j12) or (11, 1). 
Remark. Here AGL,(p) denotes the split extension of an elementary 
abelian group of order pd (p prime) by CL,(p), which has a natural 
permutation representation of degree pd. The groups M,, and h!,? are 
Mathieu groups, and M,, denotes a subgroup of index 11 in M,, (in fact 
M,, contains A, as a subgroup of index 2). In cases (10))( 16) there are 
some subtleties concerning the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
and the number of characters which remain irreducible. The interested 
reader will find details in Section 6. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose q j. is a fait/&l irreducible character sf A^,, n > 5. 
and that fi is a quasisimple proper subgroup of’ a,,. Then ‘I; I fi is irreducible 
f and on!,* if one of the ,follo,taing h&s. 
(1) H = A,, 1 as in (1) or (2) of’ Theorem 1.2, i*sith n 3 6. 
(2) H=A,,+?, L={/,I-l,...,..., 11, n=il(l+l), n> IO, E. even. 
(3) H=A,, ,, I.= {n), n odd, n37. 
(4) H=A,, n=6, i.= (61, H transitive. 
(5) H=L,(7), n=7, I.= 17). 
(6) H=L,(8), n=9, A= 19). 
(7) H=M,,, n = 1 1, i = i 1 1 ) 
(8) H=M,,,n=12,L={12i or {ll,l). 
(9) H=A,, n=7, i= (7 >, H has orbits with sizes I and 6. 
(10) H= IV,?, n=13, 1.={13}, HI las orbits with sizes 1 and 12. 
Remark. The occurrence of a triple of quasisimple groups K < hr< G all 
acting absolutely irreducibly on a vector space is quite rare. Thus it is 
worthwhile to highlight these occurrences in Theorem 1.3. When ,‘z and 1. 
satisfy the conditions in part (2) of Theorem 1.3, qj. stays irreducible down 
the chain 2, ,<a ,,~ 1 <a,,. Similarly, parts (9) and (10) show that qj7) 
and qL,‘) stay irreducible down the chains 2, < A^6 < 2, and I@,, < 
46 A,,, respectively (here A,, denotes the double cover of M,,). 
The multiplier of A,, is Zz, except when n = 6 or 7, in which case the 
multiplier is Z, [IS]. Thus to give complete information on the restrictions 
of projective characters of the alternating groups, we must determine when 
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faithful characters of the triple covers and the six-fold covers of A, and A, 
remain irreducible. This information is recorded in Theorem 1.4. 
(i) The churucter x of’ A,, remuins irreducihit~ upon rt~sfriction to fi if’ 
untl on!,~ if’ one of flze ,fbllon?ng holds. 
(I) n= 6 ~ind~(l)=3. 
(2) H=A,, n=7, x(1)=6. 
(3 ) H = A,, n = 7, x( 1 ) = 15, x tukes the ~vdue - 1 on inaolurions. 
(4) H=L,(7), n=7, x(1)=6. 
(ii) The churuct~r x oj A,, rtvnuins irrrdwihlt~ upon rrstriction fo fl if’ 
and onll~ (f’ one of’ the ,fbllo,z,ing holds. 
(5) H = A,, n = 6, x( 1 ) = 6, H either fransitiw or intrunsitiw. 
(6 ) II = 7 und I( 1 ) = 6. 
Rtwnrh-. The group A, has four characters of degree 15, coming in two 
pairs of complex conjugates. One pair assumes the value - 1 on (the 
unique class of) involutions, while the other assumes the value 3. Only 
those in the former pair remain irreducible upon restriction to d, (see part 
(3) in Theorem 1.4). Observe that A, and 2, have the unusual property 
that the faithful characters of degrees 3 and 6, respectively, remain 
irreducible upon restriction to any maximal subgroup (see parts (1 ) and 
(6)). 
The theorems are proved using techniques from [ 173 and results in [22] 
which describe how the characters 4, restrict to certain subgroups. The 
results of [22] are described in Section 2 and some easy consequences are 
drawn. A lower bound for the degree of 4; is obtained in Section 3. In Sec- 
tion 4, information about the decomposition of d,,$, is used to show that 
H acts primitively, except for certain i.. In Section 5 we use the techniques 
in 1171 to reduce the analysis to one of four specific situations. The 
classification of finite simple groups is then used to describe primitive sub- 
groups of S,, of large order in Section 6. These results are used in Sections 7 
and 8 to prove Theorem 1 ,l. Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 are proved in 
Sections 9 and 10, respectively, using the earlier results and techniques. We 
omit the proof of Theorem 1.4. This is essentially an easy exercise once one 
has a list of the maximal subgroups of A, and A, and the relevant charac- 
ter tables. All this information appears in [S]. 
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2. BACKGROUND RESULTS 
In this section we summarize information about the irreducible charac- 
ters 4,. of s,,. Recent papers [22, 16, 241 provide information we need 
about the decomposition of #,$;. Here j.E DP,,, the set of partitions of II 
into distinct parts. As mentioned above, the characters ~j were first defined 
by Schur in [lS]. Other papers describing aspects of these characters and 
their properties are [7, 13, 141. 
It is natural to consider the sh~fied iugranz for a partition i in DP,,. This 
is the usual diagram for i. = ii., , . . . . EL,1 with i., > i? > ... > E,,. but with 
row .j shifted j- 1 columns to the right. Thus the shifted diagram for 
{ 5, 3, 2 1 is 
A. If 4 is any character of s,,, the product (sgn)4 is also a chiaracter. 
where sgn denotes the sign character of S,, of degree 1. The characters ~+5 
and (sgn)d are said to be associuted. In the case where 4 = (sgn)& we say 
that cj is self-associuted. If 4 is irreducible, then the following are equiv- 
alent: d is self-associated, C$ vanishes on $,,:,,a,,, and the restriction 4 / A,, is 
a sum of two distinct irreducible characters. Moreover, dj. is self-associated 
if and only if j- is even. Thus when i. is odd, there are two associated 
characters which we call d,j and d; The notation 4; denotes the faithful 
irreducible character of s,, indexed by i. if 3. is even, or either of d,i if 2 is 
odd. These are all the faithful characters of 2,, [ 181. If I. is odd, ,then 4: 
and 4, agree on all classes of s,,, except those whose image in S,, has cycle 
type 3.. Thus if L is odd and J; E j,,\,,a,,, then c$,*(J~) = 0, unless the image 
of J’ in S,, has cycle type j”, in which case d,+ (~1) = - 6; (J,). If y E ,i,,, then 
4: (I’) = 4; (.v). 
B. Using part A, if i is odd, c$;. 1 a,, = qj- is irreducible. If i is even, 
djJA^,,=qJ, + ~5, with q) and ,j irreducible of the same degree [I18, 221. 
We use the notation v, to denote the irreducible character dj. 1 A,, if i is 
odd, and either of the irreducibles qf or 113 if i is even. Any irreducible 
character of a,, is one of these q,. 
C. The degree of +j is given by 
6j(,)= 2”’ “‘n! IIi,-i, 
c,,ni ,i.,!,c,2,+i.,’ 
(2.1) 
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where 2 = (i, ,..., j”,) and 
;5 if L is odd 
1; j. = v i 
I if j. is even 
(2.2) 
This definition of si applies regardless of whether i, has distinct parts. Note 
that j. is even if and only if n-I is even, and so 2”’ ‘I”/cj. is always an 
integer. Indeed, its value is 2L”’ ‘)” ‘, where Lx J denotes the largest integer 
less than or equal to X. Moreover 
2) 2 if n is even 
,,2 if n is odd. 
(2.3) 
D. Let IL= i/l,, . . . . p(, ), be any partition of n. Denote by S,, = S,,,, ,I’, 
the subgroup S,,, x ... x S,,, acting naturally on any subdivision of 
I= i I, ,,., II) into sets of sizes ,u,, . . . . pY. Let s,, = 3 ,,,, li, be the full inverse 
image of S,, in s,,. The order of s,, is then 2 II:-, (t,!). 
Certain natural irreducible characters dii,, ,,,, of S,, are defined in 122, 
Sects. 4.2 and 4.31, where /1= ([I,, . . . . ,LL, ) E P,, and /I’, E DP,,,. An alternate 
treatment appears in Section 8. We have 
d/i,. ,,J 1 1 = 2’ ’ lJ r1 d,I,( 1). (2.4) 
,= I 
where 4,], is a faithful irreducible character of 3/I> corresponding to /I,, and 
.F is the number of b,iJ which are not self-associated (recall, dli, is self- 
associated if and only if [I’, is an even partition of p,). Furthermore, 
provided all 7-r) E S,,, are even. Its value for other n, ... TC,, n, E S,,,, is 
described in [22. Sect. 4.21, and is usually 0. These characters are all faith- 
ful irreducible characters of s,,, and any such character is of this form. If 
.s is even, there is one character, and if .s is odd, there are two characters 
4;. ,,,i,. As usual, we use the notation d,,,, ,,,, to denote either of these 
characters when s is odd. 
E. Assume 1 ,< a < n - 1, and let 1~ E DP,, ,,, v E DP,, and 1. E DP,,. The 
results of 122, Theorem 8.11 give the multiplicity of d,,,, as a constituent of 
d; I g,, ,,.,,. It is 
1 I(, iw2f;v, 2’/‘/” t 4i 1 (2.6) 
ci i:,t <,, 
where .f I,) is an integer appearing as a multiplication constant for an 
algebra of symmetric functions. Sometimes we write f;,, =,fi, when i is 
clear from the context. There is an exception when 1 is odd and i = p u V; 
here there are two characters d:,., and the multiplicity is 0 for one and I 
for the other. This is referred to as the exceptional CUSP. 
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The coefficients f i,, can be computed according to a rule similar in spirit 
to the Littlewood-Richardson Rule in terms of fillings of j./p, where i/p is 
the shifted diagram of i with the shifted diagram of p removed. In par- 
ticular, ,fi,, is 0 unless p d 1” and v 6 /1. The details are complicated and for 
the most part unnecessary for our work. When needed, we mention the 
diagram /1/p and the fillings which are appropriate and leave the details to 
the reader. 
One special case has been by handled by several authors and gives a 
branching rule from s,, to ,$,, ,_, 17, 13, 141. In this case, V= 1, and so the 
characters occurring as constituents of 4;. 1 s,, ,_, are among d,,, II I, where 
p E DP,,_ , Clearly s,, I_( z s,, , and d,(, I,; becomes $,,. We make such 
identifications throughout. 
Suppose i E DP,,. The partitions p E DP,, , for which p < E. are the parti- 
tions obtained by removing a corner from the right-hand side of the shifted 
diagram for 1.. For example, if I. = ( 5, 3, 2) as above, 
There are corners in the (1, 5) and (3, 2) locations in this “shifted” nota- 
tion. Thus the possible p are (4, 3, 2) and (5, 3, 1 ); the possible 3./p are the 
corners (1, 5) and (3, 2). The characters occurring with non-zero multi- 
plicity in 4 15,3,2: 13, are 4 14,s,21 and 4 (5,3,, I ; their multiplicity is 1. 
Suppose j.E DP,,, ~EDP,, ,, and p 6 EL. Then 3./p is a right-hand corner 
of the shifted diagram for 3”. Suppose i,lp is not in the position (I, 1) when 
i,= 1. Then I(p) = I(v), exactly one of I., p u ( 1 1 is odd. and 
1(/l )+ 1( 1 ) - I(J) = 1. Consequently 
There is exactly one filling with 1, 1’ of this box, namely, 1, satisfying 
the conditions in [22, Theorem 8.31. The only condition here being 
the first (and so only), entry is a 1. If E,,= 1 and i-/p is (1, l), then 
I(p)+/(l)--l(i)=0 and c~=c~,,,(,~. Again fi , = 1. If A is even, then the 
multiplicity of d,.,)’ in ~j- 1 s,,-~ , is 1. If ,I is odd,’ then there are two possible 
characters d,;,, as I./p is also odd. This is the exceptional case referred to 
above. Only one of these associates appears as a constituent. We have 
shown that if E. E DP,,, 
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where the summation is over the corners of the shifted diagram for A, and 
if i/c is odd, both associates occur, except when 2 is odd, J., = 1, and c is 
the bottom corner, in which case only one associate occurs. 
F. In several situations we wish to know whether q5Js,, (,,L, has more 
than one constituent. Each such constituent is of the form d/,,), where 
P E DP,, (, and v E DP,, t, If (b,,,, isa constituent, then p d ;, and 1’ d 1,. The 
following discussion shows that whenever ,LL 6 i, there is some 11 for which 
d ,,,,, is a constituent of 4; 1 S,, (,,i,. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.1. Slrpposr 1. E DP,,, /J E DP,, i,, unn 11 < ;L. Then thew 
is u purtition 1’ E DP, such that,f’l”;., # 0. In particulur. (4; 1 j,, (,,(,, cj,<, I > # 0. 
Proof: Arrange jW as a shifted diagram and place the shifted diagram 
for p in the upper-left portion of j.. It suffices to find a filling of j-1,~ for 
which the word N’= K~(.s) described in [22, Theorem 8.31 satisfies condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) of that theorem. 
A set of distinct nodes in the shifted diagram for jW is said to be a &s- 
cm&g .strip if the nodes can be labelled (i,, .i, ). . . . . (i,-, i,), having the 
property i, + , 3 i, and iL + , d jr for 1 < k < r ~ 1. Thus a typical descending 
strip appears below. 
Let ;’ be a descending strip. A node of 7 is said to be rrrtical if there 
exists a node in 7 directly below it-that is, (i, ,i) is vertical if and only if 
(i + 1, ,i) also lies in ;‘. The nodes which are not vertical are called horizon- 
rul. Furthermore. the stundard i-,fXing of ;’ is obtained by labelling all 
horizontal nodes i and all vertical nodes i’. For example, 
I I I 1’ 1 
LIP 1 
1’ 1 1 1 1 1 
The standard i-filling has i at the lower left, has at most one i’ in any 
row and at most one i in any column, and is non-decreasing along rows 
and columns, subject to the relation i’ < i. 
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We now consider the diagram I./p. The set of nodes in i/p which are 
adjacent to 1-1 forms a descending strip 11,. We impose the standard II-lilling 
on 7,. Now the set of nodes in j-/p/711, which are adjacent to ;‘, terms a 
descending strip y2, on which we impose the standard 2-filling. Continue in 
this way until I”/,u has been filled. 
We leave it to the reader to check that the conditions of [22, 
Theorem 8.31 are satisfied. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. lf 3 d a < n - 3 and j. # {n ), then there we at least 
tn’o distinct p, p’ in DP,, ‘, with p, 11’ < %, Therqfore 4;. 1 s,, -L,.i, h us con- 
stituents qf’ the ,form 4, ,,,,, I$,,,,~. for suitable 13, v’, and so 4, 1 S,, ‘,,(, has ut 
Ierrst tlcw distinct constituents cjII,,,, fjIL.,?  bi,ith ~1 # p’. 
Prooj: Remove a locations from the shifted diagram for i starting 
from the bottom row and removing from the right to the left. This leaves 
p in DP,, ,, in shifted form. To determine p’, remove u locations in 3. from 
the rightmost column and from the bottom to the top. As IZ - 3 3 a ;> 3 and 
jL # (n 1, the partitions ~1, p’ are distinct. Now apply Proposition 2.1. 1 
Remark. If a = 2, then 1. = [ 1, I- 1, . . . . 1 ) would have to be excluded, 
and if u = 1, then /1= {/ + r, I - 1 + r, . . . . 1 + r) would have to be excluded. 
G. Here we record an elementary lemma in character theory which is 
used implicitly in several arguments below. 
kMMA 2.3. Assump that K is a group tvith a subgroup H of inde.y 2, 
and that x is an irreducible chaructt>r of’ K. Then 1 I H is reducible if md onI>? 
lf z canishes on K\ H. When this occurs, x I H = $ , •t ti2, w+th $, irreducible, 
$, #I/??, und if x E K\H, then $; = Ic/?, where $ T(h) = $,(.uh.u ‘). 
H. Results connected to Bertrand’s Postulate are used in Sections 7 and 
9 to show that there are relatively large primes dividing the degrees of cer- 
tain irreducible characters of s,, and a,,. This information is then used to 
show that these characters cannot remain irreducible upon restriction to 
particular subgroups whose orders are not divisible by these primes. A ver- 
sion of Bertrand’s Postulate suitable for our needs was proved by Schur. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Schur [ 19, Sect. 21). !f n 3 29, then there is a prime p 
suti~fJ~ing n d p < :n. 
See also Gatteschi [S], where 2 is replaced by 7, and [lo] for a review 
of this work. Another source of reference is “Mathematical Reviews,” 
Vol. 9, p. 332, 1948. 
1. We conclude Section 2 by stating a theorem due to Wagner, which 
serves as a convenience in some of the arguments in Section 6. 
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THEOREM 2.5 (Wagner [23]). Assume that n 3 10, and rraritr 
n =2”‘+2”‘+ ... + 2”\, where O<u, <u2 < . . <u,. [f’ic DP,,, then d;(l) 
is (jivisih/e bJ3 2L(” "'2j und rj .( I) is di’irisihle hy 2L (” ’ ’ ’ ’ I. 
3. THE SMALLEST DEGREE 
The branching rule (2.8) provides an easy proof that the basic spin 
representations have the smallest degrees of any faithful representation of 
.F?,,, and a bit more. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose n 3 4. Then 
Tht~se tut’ the tkgrees of’ q4 I ,, / 
Prooj: This is easily checked for II = 4. Assume therefore that n 2 5. 
Let .Y be the number of right-side corners of the shifted diagram for E. 
and suppose .Y 3 2. Then 
where c,, (8: are distinct corners. So by induction, 
Suppose now that .Y = 1, so there is just one corner C. If I= 1, then 
/I = {n ), and equality holds. So assume I> 2. If i. is odd and R, # 1. then 
42.1 s,2 1 has a constituent dr#, Moreover. j./c is even, and so by induction 
its degree is at least 2’” r ” ‘, and the result follows. If i. is even and 
j&, # 1, then i/c is odd and so there are two constituents d,f, in ~j, / s,, , 
Here 
q$;(])32x2’” ’ 2)2=2’” ‘12 
This leaves i.,=l. Here ).=;/,/-I ,.,., 1). If x=(/-1,1-2 ,,,., 1)~ 
DP I,~ /r an easy check using (2.1) shows 
4,( 1 1 = 
2” ~“%;n(n- l)...(n-I+ 1)4;(l) 
r:,(2/- 1)(2/-2)...1 
NOW using induction and checking small values shows 4j.( 1) > 2’” ‘I 2. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.2. An)! ,faithful irreducible character of’ A,, has degree ut 
/(>ast 2(” - 3 1’2, 
Proof: This is clear from Theorem 3.1 and part B of Section 2. 1 
4. ANALYSIS OF cj;$j 
In this section, let c$;, be a faithful character of s,, with n > 4. This means 
q5,$;, is a character of S,,. Suppose the irreducible characters of S,, are 
denoted I+?,,  where p E P,, and I),, is the character of the Specht module 
indexed by P (see [9]). Let 
where the final summation is over partitions in P,, not equal to {n), 
(n - 1, 1)) or { n - 2, 2 ). As d, ;, is irreducible and I) I ,,: is the trivial Icharac- 
ter, we have (II/ /,, j, dj.6, > .s, = 1. 
In order to apply the techniques from [ 171, we need to know when s 
and t are zero. These multiplicities can be determined using the branching 
rules for restrictions to large subgroups. In particular, suppose 4; / s,, ,, , 
has norm y. Then 
+ 1 d,, $1, I St, 1.1, 1 ).s, , , 
= 1 +s. (4.2) 
This follows because ($ {,,; IS,, ,. , , 1 > .Y, , , = (ICI :,, ,, I) I S,, I. I 3 1 > .s,m ,, 
=I and ($,,IS,, ,,,,l)s,m,,,=O for ~#(n}, {n-1,1), by Frobenius 
Reciprocity. Recall that the permutation character on the cosets of S, ,., 
is $;,,: + ti(n ,,1 i and that on the cosets of S,, 2,2 is $(,,; + Ic, ;,, ,, I1 + 
$[,, 2,2). This means 
= (tii,, 2.2; IS,! 2.2>1 >s,, 22= 1. 
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and ($JS,, AZ,2,1),5r, :?=O for ,u# (n), (n-1, I ), {II-2,2). If (5 is the 
norm of ~j / S,, ?,?, then 
(4.3 1 
These arguments prove the following proposition 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Supposc~ tii i.r an irrrducihk ,firitlz/id churacter of’ s,, . 
n > 4, and 4; $j = $i,, I + ill/ l,, 
v=(4;I~,, 
,, 1; + t$“;,, 2.71 + c-d/, $,L, us in (4.1 ). Lot 
l.I.4ilS,, ,.,>, S=(d;IS,, 2.r34;/S,, ,,:>. Then ;‘=.s+l 
und 6 = 1 + .s + t. In purticulur, t # 0 if’ and onl~~ if 4; 1 s,, 2,z has gwutrr 
nom thun qb, ) L?,, ,, , 
Proposition 4.1 shows that .r and t can be calculated in terms of the 
norms of 4; I 3,) ,. , and c$, / s,, ?,?. We have already seen the branching 
rule from S,, to S,, ,, , in (2.8), and the following discussion yields a proof 
of Lemma 4.2, which provides a branching rule from s,, to g,, ?,?. 
There are two faithful characters of sZ indexed by j2). Note that &$, is 
cyclic of order 4 and 4 $!( 1) = 1. The constituents of q5, / s,, 2,2 are charac- 
ters d,. : 7 I . where the shifted diagram for ~1 is obtained by first removing a 
corner c, from 1. and then removing a corner cZ from the shifted (n- I )- 
diagram i/c,. In this way, ,U = Cc,, ;.( ‘z is a shifted (n - 2)-diagram. If C, and 
c2 are in different rows and columns, call E./p a disjoint puir. If C, and C: 
are in the same row, call J./p a hnrkontul puir, and if they are in the same 
column, call ii’p a wrticul puir. 
We need to know the values of the constants ,f’l<, :I I= .f;,, IZI connected to 
these ,U to apply the results of 1223. The values of,/;,, /2/ are 1 for horizontal 
or vertical pairs and 2 for disjoint pairs. The fillings are as follows: 
The results of 122, Theorem 8.11 now give the multiplicity of qS,,, (21 as a 
constituent of 4;. 1 S,, ?.I using Frobenius Reciprocity. This multiplicity is 
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unless R is odd and jU = p u { 2). In this case there are two associates, one 
of which occurs as a constituent with multiplicity 1 (see (2.6)). 
The coefficients can be evaluated, but they depend on wheth’er 1.j~ 
contains the bottom row of L. Suppose it does not. Then I(p) =l(.i) and 
so l(p)+ 1 -I(;.)= 1. Also sgn(i)=sgn(p) and sgn(pu (2))= -sgn(p). 
This means 2”(11)+1 “il) ‘/e,r:,,, Iz: = 1. If EL/p does contain the bottom row 
of E, then I(p)+ 1 -l(i) =O. Also sgn(i)=sgn(pu 12)). This means 
E ,, 1: ,, ~, 171 = 1 if 2 is even and 2 if il is odd. This shows that 
,)t/trt,+ I I(/.i) 1 if j. is even 
= if i.//l does not contain the bottom row (4.6) 
E, 1: I’~, ;z; otherwise. 
We note from part D of Section 2 (2D) that if p is odd, there is just one 
character of the form d,,. 121 of degree 2 x d,, (1). If p is even, there are two 
characters, 4,: I 7 ) , each of degree b,,( I). By using the information in the 
analysis above, along with the results in 2D and 2E, we can now display 
the branching rule for q5; / s,, ?,>. In order to account for the different posi- 
tions of the bottom corner of j-/p, we divide the sum into several parts. 
Denote the bottom corner of L//l by I’,,, and suppose cj is the corner (I, j.,). 
h4MA 4.2. Using the notation and tc~rrninolog~~ of’ the preceding discus- 
sion, KY haur the .follolzsing. 
(i) If‘ 1. is er‘en, thtw 
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(ii ) If’ 1. is odd, rhen 
The condition “one choice of sign” occurring in (ii) is imposed because 
of the exceptional case explained in 2E. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose n 3 5, /I # in ). und j. # (I, I - 1, __., 1 ), and let s, t 
he NS irz (4.1 ). Then 
(i) t31. 
(ii) ~J‘3.Isel;enand~.#~l+r,I-1+r,...,I+rJ, fhenf32 
(iii) !I’;# {/+Y, I- 1 +r, . . . . 1 +TJ, then s> 1. 
Proof: The analysis uses the branching rules to determine the various 
norms needed to apply Proposition 4.1. The branching theorem tells 
precisely the number of constituents of qS,I s,, ,, , Indeed, suppose i has 
exactly x corners in its shifted diagram. For each corner c, let ,D = 3./c be 
the partition whose shifted diagram is obtained by removing C. Then 
j-/c E DP,, , and 4 iC, j , i is an irreducible constituent. If i. is odd, 2,‘~ is 
even, unless I.,= 1 and c is the bottom corner, in which case the exception 
applies. The branching rule shows that 4, (, j, I is a constituent of 
4; 1 s,, ,,, In the exceptional case, only one of the irreducibles 4+,,{, / 
occurs. In particular, there are always .Y constituents when i is odd. As the 
constituents of d, I S,, ,, , are distinct (see (2.8)) its norm is precisely x 
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when i. is odd, and so here s = .Y - 1. If j, is even, ;./c is odd, except if il, = 1 
and c is the bottom corner. Each odd i/c contributes two distinct 
irreducibles labelled $,$,, (i : The case 2, = 1 contributes just one irreducible 
4;. ( as it/c is even. In all, there are 2s irreducibles if i, # 1 or 2:s - 1 if 
i.,= 1. This shows (again using the fact that the constituents of 4; 1 s,, ,,, 
are distinct) that s = 2-v - 1 if j., # 1 and 2s - 2 if i., = 1. In particular, when 
A# jl+r,I- 1 +r, . ..) 1 fY), we have .Y 3 2, and so s 3 1, proving (iii). 
We now prove (i) and (ii). Suppose first that 1, is even. Recall the norm 
of 4i.I J?,,- I.1 is 2x if jb, # 1 and 2s- 1 if i, = 1. Moreover, the number of 
pairs of corners is X(X - 1)/2. If x > 3 there are at least as many pairs of 
corners as corners. According to Lemma 4.2(i), for each pair there is at 
least one irreducible constituent in 4,. 1 s,, ?,? of the form dkl, Iz I with jU,‘p a
disjoint pair and with multiplicity 2. Hence the norm of 4,. 1 s,, ?,: is at 
least 4x. By Proposition 4.1, t 3 (4x ~ 2.~) 3 6, as desired. Suppose .Y = 2. 
There is one disjoint pair contributing 8 to the norm if I., # 1 and 4 if j., = 1. 
In the first case, by Proposition 4.1, t 3 8 - 4. In the second case, as II 3 5, 
there is also either a vertical or a horizontal pair contributing at least 1 
to the sum in Lemma 4.2(i). Now I >, 5 - 3 = 2. Suppose .Y = 1. Our 
hypotheses ensure that i, 2 2 and /> 2, and so there is a vertical pair and 
a horizontal pair. The vertical pair contributes 4): I z I and the horizontal 
pair contributes 1 or 2 constituents depending on whether R,= 2. At any 
rate, the norm is 3 or 4, and so again t # 0 by Proposition 4.1. 
Suppose now that j. is odd. In this case, the norm of 4,. / s,, ,, , is x. Sup- 
pose .Y 2 3. There are at least x pairs of disjoint corners, each contributing 
2 or 4 to the norm in Lemma 4.2(ii). This means the norm of 4; /s,, 2.’ is 
at least 2.q and so t 3 2s - .Y > 0 by Proposition 4.1. Suppose s = 2. There 
is a contribution of at least 2 to the norm from the disjoint pair. As n 3 5, 
there is either a horizontal or a vertical pair as well, forcing t # 0. again. 
Finally, suppose x = 1. As I> 2 and l., 3 2, there are horizontal and vertical 
pairs giving a norm of at least 2. The theorem has been proven. # 
5. THE MAIN REDUCTION 
In this section we combine the information obtained so far with certain 
results in [15] to show that most faithful characters of 2,1 are reducible 
when they are restricted to proper subgroups which are not highl:y trans- 
itive. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 4,. is u~fuit~fil character of s,, and fi is u proper 
subgroup ,for kchich ~j, j fi is irreducible. Then one of‘ the ,fdlowing hold~v. 
(i) H is 2-homogeneous. 
(ii) i.= in). 
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(iii) j”= (I. I- 1. . . . . 1 I. 
(iv) H<S,, I. 1 - H is 2-lzot~1o~:et1cou~s on ( I, . . . . PI - 1 ). i. = 
(l+r,/L 1 +r, . . . . I +r). ,z.itlz I> 2, r 3 1 . NtrU’ i. o&i. 
ProoJ The case tI 64 can be handled easily by inspection, so we take 
tl> 5. Assume that (i), (ii). and (iii) fail. Let s and t be as in Proposi- 
tion 4.1, and observe that t # 0 by Theorem 4.3(i). Now as d, / fi 
is irreducible, <ti,,+$,~ ,.,+f$,> 2.llI-I, l>tt=(d,.iflH. I),,=1. So 
because t # 0, we have ($,, 2,2 1 H, I ) ,, = 0. Hence as (i) fails, [ 15. 
Proposition 8.31 ensures that H fixes one point and is 2-homogeneous on 
the remaining tz - 1 points. If i, has more than one corner, .Y #O by 
Theorem 4.3(iii) and so dj$, contains I/I,~ ,,, as a constituent. Moreover, 
by [ 15, Proposition 8.1 1, ($,, ,, 1 H, 1 ) ), # 0 as H is intransitive. This for- 
ces (4, $, / H, 1 ) t, 3 2, a contradiction. Therefore j, has a unique corner. c, 
and since (iii) fails, we have ;-, 3 2. Suppose for the moment that n is even. 
Then by the branching rule in (2.8), 4,l s,, , = d,‘, + 4, (. which forces 
4, ) F? to be reducible, a contradiction. Therefore i. is odd, and hence (iv) 
holds. Note that r 3 1 as (iii) fails. 1 
The rest of this paper is devoted to studying the four cases described by 
Theorem 5.1. Clearly 2-homogeneous groups are primitive, and the 
primitive subgroups are analysed in Section 6. In Sections 7 and 8 we deter- 
mine precisely when 4 1,11 and 4 :),, ,, , I remain irreducible upon restric- 
tion to a maximal subgroup of s,,. If H is assumed to be a maximal 
subgroup, according to the hypothesis in Theorem 1.1, part (iv) of 
Theorem 5.1 leads to the subgroups listed in part (2) of Theorem 1.1 for 
which i, is odd and r 2 I. Note that the branching rule (2.8) shows that 
&/+d I$, .,,t:I% , is indeed irreducible when L is odd, /> 2, and 
r>, 1. 
6. PRIMITIVE SUBGROUPS 
The main results in this section are Theorems 6.3 and 6.4, which 
classify the situations in which a faithful irreducible character of $,, or A,, 
remains irreducible upon restriction to a primitive subgroup. Obviously a 
2-homogeneous group is primitive, and hence this section serves to handle 
part (i) of Theorem 5.1. 
As we see in the proof of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, below, it is important to 
our analysis to classify the primitive subgroups H of S,, with order at least 
2np4. The determination of the large primitive subgroups has a rich 
history, and a good source of reference is the work of Cameron [4, 
Sect. 61. Using the O’Nan-Scott Theorem (see [2, 4, 12, 20]), one quickly 
reduces to the case where H is almost simpk, that is, F*(H) is non-abelian 
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simple. Then by using the classification of the finite simple groups, together 
with the determination of their large subgroups, we can obtain all 
possibilities for H. 
Throughout this section, for a group X we write P(X) for the smallest 
degree of a faithful permutation representation of X. In other words, 
P(X) = min (li ( X embeds in Si, 1. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume that S is (1 non-deliun proper simple .suhgroup 
(!/‘A,, anri thut lAut(S)l >, 2” ‘. Then one qf the ,follnrt~ing ho1d.s. 
(i) S 2 A,,, ,for .some m. und if’ m 3 9, then ruch orbit of’s ha:; .six 1 
or tn. In particular, if m > 9. S is intransitiw. Jf’m = 5, 6, I, or 8, then n < IO, 
14, 16. or 19, respectiae!,~. 
(ii) SrL,(q) \r,ith q=7, 8, It, 13, or 16, rrndn<12, 14, 14. 15, or 
17, rrsprcfiwl!.. 
(iii) SZ L,(3) or L,(4), and n < 17 or 21, rr.sp~~c.til’rl.1.. 
(iv) S z M, tcith t = 11, 12, 22. 23, or 24, und n < 16, 21, 23. 27, ot 
3 1, rrsprctiwlj~. 
Pronf: Obviously M > P(S), and hence 
/Aut(S)I 2 2” ’ 2 2”“’ ‘. (6.1 1 
Using the classification of simple groups, S is either alternating, a group of 
Lie type, or a sporadic simple group. Assume S ,< A,, and let I= ( I, . . . . t?) 
be the set upon which A,, acts naturally. 
First suppose that SZ A,,, for some m 39, so that /Aut(S)I = IS,,,1 =m!. 
Assume for a contradiction that S has an orbit on I of size different from 
I or m. Let S, be the stabilizer in S of a point in this orbit, so that IS : S, 1 
is the size of this orbit. Now it is well known that the largest subgroup of 
A,,, other than A,,, , is in fact S,,, 2, the stabilizer of a 2-set (this fact 
follows easily from an old theorem of Bochert [3], for example). Therefore 
(S : S, 1 3 (‘y). But then 
$3 4 < 2” 4 d /Aut(S)I = m!, 
which is absurd for tn 3 9. This contradiction shows that if m > 9, each 
orbit has size 1 or nz. A quick check of orders shows the remaining bounds 
for n hold when 5 <m < 8. 
When S is one of the classical groups L,,,(q), U,,,(q), PSp,,,(q), PC?;,(q), 
we appeal to Cooperstein [6] for the values of P(S). And when S is one 
of the exceptional groups G,(q), F,(q), &(q), E,(q), E,(q), S=(q), ‘C,(q), 
‘F,(q)‘, ‘E,(q), or ‘D4(q), we can quote [ 111. In all these cases, (6.1) holds 
only in the situations described in (ii) and (iii) in the proposition. 
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Consider finally the case where S is a sporadic group. Let d be the 
smallest degree of a non-trivial complex character of S, and observe that 
d < P(S) - 1 (since a permutation character of degree 111 has a non-trivial 
constituent of degree at most M - 1). Thus by (6.1 ), /Aut(S)J 3 2” ‘. Now 
the character tables of all the sporadic groups are known (see [S]), and it 
is easy to check that this inequality holds only if S is a Mathieu group or 
S 2 J2, HS, McL, C’ol or Co,. The maximal subgroups of each of these 
groups have been classified (see [S] again), and hence P(S) is known. 
Thus we can check that (6.1) fails, except when S is a Mathieu group. This 
completes the proof. i 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Assumc~ rhur H is II subgroup of S,, not contuining A,, 
und that n 3 5. Assume ,fkrthrr rhar H uc~t.s primitiwly and rhar /HI > 2” 4, 
Then otw of’ fhv ,fbllo~~~ing holds. 
(1) tz = ph ,fbr some primr p und Pithar 
(a) n=5or7undZ,,~H~Z,,:Z,, ,; 
(b) n = 2’ ,for 3 <k < 5 and Zi a H < AGL,,(2); or 
(c) n=9 and Zig H<,4GL2(3). 
(2) H is almost simple und by putting S= sot(H), we get either 
(d) S?A5 IrndnE (6, 10;; 
(e) Sz A, and n= 10; 
(f) Sz A7 und n= 15; 
(g) 5’2 A, and n = 1.5; 
(h) SrL,(7) und7<n,<8; 
(i) SrL,(y), y=X, 13. 16, undn=y+ 1; 
Cj 1 SzL,(ll) and 11 6n612; 
(k) SrL,(3) and n= 13; 
(1) SZ L,(4) and n = 21; 
(m) SgM,, und ll<n<l2; 01 
(n) S~MM,undn=t,for t=12, 22, 23, 24. 
Proof: We begin by appealing to the O’Nan-Scott Theorem. For con- 
venience, we use the description of this theorem as it appears in [ 12). If H 
is of type I (in the sense of [ 12]), then n = p’ for some prime p and some 
k. and H contains a regular normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 
p’. In addition, Z/r a H < AGL,(p) 2 ph. GL,(p), and so IHI < pk+@. 
Therefore 
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which implies 
(k P)E {Cl, 5), (1,7)> (2,3), (3,2), (4,2), (5,2))> 
and these possibilities are listed in part (1) of the theorem. 
Next take H to be of type III(b). Then n = U” and IHI < IS, { S,,/ = 
(a ! )h h !. Consequently 
2”” 4 < (u!)h /I!, 
which is impossible as u 3 5. (To see this, observe that (a !)” h ! < (cI”)” h” < 
nlljh < n\ K log5(n)‘w(“), and for n 3 49, we have 2”- 4 > n\’ log5(,~7)“‘gi(“). 
Therefore n d 36, and a direct check eliminates n = 36 and 25.) 
Now take H to be of type III(a). Here n = ( TIl‘ ’ with T a non-abelian 
simple group, and H embeds in a group with structure T” (S, x Out(T)) 
(that is, the direct product of k copies of T extended by the direct product 
S, x Out( T)). Note that I TI 3 60 and lOut( T)I < ITI (the second fact 
follows from the classification), and hence 
2”-‘t=21Tlk ’ “> lTlk+l k! > ITI” IOut(T)( k! > IHI, 
a contradiction. 
If H is of type III(c), then H is actually contained in a group of type 
III(a) or III(b), and so no examples arise here, either. 
We are now left to consider the case where H is of type II. Thus H is 
almost simple, and we write S for the socle sot(H), so that S is a non- 
abehan simple group. Clearly S satisfies the hypotheses in Proposition 6.1, 
and hence is one of the groups appearing in that proposition. Moreover, as 
H is primitive, S is transitive. Thus if S is an alternating group A,,, then 
m < 9 by Proposition 6.1 (i). The only task remaining is to find those 
allowable values of n corresponding to a given simple group. Since the 
maximal subgroups of all groups appearing in Proposition 6.1 are known 
(all are listed in [S], for example), this task is an elementary exercise. For 
example, if Sz A,, then IHI < IAut(S)/ = 1440 < 2”, and so n 6 14. Now 
the only non-trivial transitive actions of A, of degree at most 14 are those 
of degrees 6 and 10. Since H does not contain A,, (by assumption), we must 
have n = 10, as given in part (e) above. The remaining cases are just as 
easy, and we leave these to the reader. 1 
We are now in a position to prove the main results of this section. These 
two theorems are proved simultaneously, 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that H is u primitiw subgroup of‘ S,, not con- 
taining A,, , \l,ith n 3 5. Then the character cj, 0f’~9,, remains irreducible upon 
restriction to fi (f and on!,* if n, H, and i. uppeur in Table I. 
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TABLF I 
THEOREM 6.4. As.wme thut H i.v u primitive proprr subgroup (?/‘A,,, ,t,ith 
II 3 5. Then the chaructcr q, of’ A,, remuiru irrrducihle upon rrstriction to fi 
(f’and on!\. if’ II, H. and i. appwr in Ta& I I. 
Remarks. In the last row of Table I, both the S, and the M,,, are 
contained in the Aut(A,). In row six of Table II, there are two classes of 
subgroups L,(8), with representatives H,, H,. say. and two characters 
d4’, flf9,. The indices may be chosen so that qiisl 1H, is irreducible while 
$9:‘1 ii, is reducible, for i= 1, 2. I 
ProojS of Throrrms 6.3 arzd 6.4. Throughout, write I = ( I. . . . . n) for the 
set upon which S,, acts naturally. Let G be either A,, or S,,, let i E DP,,, and 
let xj. denote 4, or q, according to whether G is S,, or A,,. Note that 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 show that any faithful irreducible character 
of 6 has degree at least 2’” ” ‘, and so 2” 7 < Ifil. Consequently if 7; 1 I? 
is irreducible. then 2” ’ < ) HI. and hence H and II appear in Proposi- 
tion 6.2. Thus to prove the theorems, it suffices to go through the list of 
pairs H, u in Proposition 6.2 and determine precisely which characters d, 
or 17, remain irreducible when restricted to f?. The case II = 5 is an easy 
exercise, so we take II 2 6. As usual, we write S for the socle of H. In several 
TABLF 11 
,I H i 
5 flJ IO 
6 A< 
I f.,( 7) (two classes) 




II M,, (two classes) 
12 M,, (two classes) 
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instances, we make use of the fact that an involution in A,, lifts to an 
involution in a,, if and only if it is a product of 4s disjoint transpositions 
for some integer s. 
Cast n = 6. Here H is either A, or S, by Proposition 6.2, and the 
action of H on I is isomorphic to its action on its Sylow 5-subgroups. Take 
H = S,. Then G = S,, since S, < A,. Because the preimage of ( 12 )( 34) in 
jh has order 4, fi is a non-splitting double cover of S,. Observe that a 
transposition in S, fixes no Sylow 5-subgroup, and so its image in S, is a 
product of three disjoint transpositions. Such an involution lifts to an 
involution in s,, and so fi is in fact the non-splitting double cover of Ss 
other than s5, as discussed in Section 1. In view of the correspondence 
between the faithful characters of s5 and those of the other non-splitting 
double cover of S, (also mentioned in Section 1 ), we can use the same 
notation 4il (FE DP5) for faithful irreducible characters of k. Since 
&s.,:(l)= 163 $:4.2: ( 1) = 20, q5 Ih i ( 1) = q5 I 3.1,, I( 1 ) = 4, it is clear from degree 
considerations that row two of Table I holds, as the smallest faithful degree 
for fi is 4. Furthermore, it follows from the character values given in [22, 
(3.3)] that bI,Jtj=$13.21 and &i,l.,Ilfi=q5d)iT. Of these, &3,Z;lA, is 
irreducible but q5 Is j / A, is reducible. This gives row three of Table I. The 
same arguments can be applied to obtain row two of Table II. (Recall that 
this subgroup S, is acting transitively on six letters, and hence the usual 
branching rule does not apply.) This completes the analysis for n == 6. 
cuw II = I. As the irreducible character degrees of subgtoups of 
Z, : Z, divide 6 by Ito’s Theorem, while none of C? divide 6, H cannot be 
contained in Z, : Z,. Therefore SrL,(7). Since Aut(L,(7)) 2: S,, it 
follows that HZ L,(7), and hence fi z SL,( 7) (since involutions in .4, lift 
to elements of order 4 in A^,). The degrees of faithful irreducible characters 
of SL,(7) are 4, 6, and 8 (see [ 181) and so the only possibility is j, = { 7 1. 
which is shown in Table II, row three. Here q ;,; has degree 4, and so 
q /, I I p is indeed irreducible. 
Case n = 8. Suppose first that Z: 5 H < AGL,(Z) g Zi : GL,(2). a 
semidirect product of Z; by L = GL,(2). Thus H = Zi : K, where K is a 
subgroup of L. Here I may be identified with the elements of the normal 
Z;. The normal Z: acts on itself by multiplication, and L acts by conjuga- 
tion. Thus K is the point stabilizer in H, and since H is primitive, K is max- 
imal in H. Therefore, K acts irreducibly on the Zi, regarded as a 3-dimen- 
sional vector space over F,. This means H is not a (2, 3 )-group, and so 
2’ : 7 d H. Moreover, since all involutions in O,(H) act fixed point freely, 
n 
their preimages in 3, are also involutions. Therefore Oz(H) is abelian, and 
so Ito’s Theorem implies that x,( 1) ( /H : O,( H)l. Thus the only possibility 
is I(,=#:~;. vcxl, or ‘117.11, , > and hence 8 1 I H : 02( H)I. It now follows that 
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H= AGL,(Z). The group O?(H) is elementary abelian of order 16, and we 
claim that it is indecomposable as an F?/?-module. For suppose otherwise. 
Then fi contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8, and 
it follows from Clifford’s Theorem that any irreducible character of A 
whose kernel does not contain E must have degree divisible by 7. Conse- 
quently b:x) ) fi has irreducible constituents of degrees I and 7. On the 
other hand, L contains an involution centralizing a 2-space in O?(H), and 
so has cycle type (2,2) in S,. The preimage of this involution has order 4 
in s,, whence i ; SL2( 7). Therefore every irreducible constituent of 4 Ix I / i 
has even degree, which contradicts the fact that 4 Ix I 1 fi has irreducible con- 
stituents of degrees 1 and 7. This contradiction shows that O,(H) is indeed 
indecomposable. It follows that fi has just two orbits on the 15 non-trivial 
linear characters of 03). namely, the 7 which contain Z(s,) = Z(fi) in 
their kernel and the 8 which do not. Let us write p for the sum of the 
characters in this orbit of sire 8. Now consider an irreducible character x 
of fi for which Z(fi) acts non-trivially. Since O?(H) is indecomposable, 
Z(A) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of hi, and so j! is faithful. 
Therefore Clifford’s Theorem shows that x 1 O$) = c’p for some integer e. 
In particular 8 )x( 1 ). We now see that 4 Ix: and q :x j remain irreducible 
upon restriction to I?, as displayed in row four of Table I and row four of 
Table II. Further. when restricted to fi. the character q :,, , j has either three 
irreducible constituents of degree 8, one of degree 8 and one of degree 16, 
or is irreducible. The second possibility is impossible by Ito’s Theorem. The 
first possibility cannot occur either, for any faithful irreducible character of 
fi of degree 8 must assume the value I on an element of order 7, and II(,, : 
does not assume the value 3 here. Therefore ~7 :,, , I / fi is irreducible, as 
shown in row four of Table II. 
Next assume that Sz L,(7). Here the action of H on I is isomorphic to 
its action on its Sylow 7-groups. and so elements of order 2 and 3 in S have 
cycle types (2. 2, 2, 2) and (3, 3) in S,. In particular, the preimage of each 
involution in S is also an involution in 3. and so s 2 Z2 x L,(7). Here the 
only possibility is 1= { 8}, but in view of the cycle types just mentioned, it 
is clear that 6 Ix I 13’ has constituents of degrees 1 and 7. It now follows that 
4 Ix / I fi and ?I :x I I fi are reducible, and so no example occurs. 
<‘use n=9. First assume that H<AGL2(3)z3’ : GL2(3). Since H is 
primitive, O,(AGf.,(3)) = O,(H) and H acts irreducibly on O,(H) (this is 
analogous to the analysis of n = 8 and H = AGL,(2)). Obviously 0%) is 
abelian, and so Ito’s Theorem implies that d,.( 1) 1 JH : U,(H)J. Thus 
4,(1))48, and so if G=S,, then i= (9) with b1g1(1)= 16. If G=A,, then 
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H < 3’ : S&(3), which means 4*(l)] 24; once again i = {9). We observe 
that q519JA9=q\9i+qf91, and these two irreducible characters of degree 8 
differ only on the classes corresponding to 9-cycles. When G = A,, we must 
have 8 1 lH: O,(H)I, and so 3’ : Qx 6 H6 3' : SL,(3). Since the (3, acts 
transitively on the eight non-trivial linear characters of O,(B), it follows 
that any irreducible representation of fi for which 03(fi) acts non-trivially 
must have degree at least 8. Therefore we obtain examples as given in row 
six of Table II. Now take G = S,. If d 19) 1 fi is irreducible, then it rnust be 
the case that $19; I (fin a,) is a sum of two distinct irreducible characters. 
On the other hand, H contains no elements of order 9, and since v IY I and 
I&, differ only on elements of order 9, we are forced to conclude that 
r114il(finA^,)=rl~u, I (fin a,). Consequently it cannot be the case that 
4 i9 I I A is irreducible. 
Now we take the case where S z L?(8). By considering degrees, we find 
that the only possibility is 1. = [9) and G = A,. The action of H on I is 
isomorphic to the action on its Sylow 2-subgroups, and so elements of 
order 2 and 3 in S have cycle types (2, 2, 2, 2) and (3, 3, 3) respectively. 
Further, since S has trivial multiplier, 3~ Zz x L?(8). Using this informa- 
tion, one checks that v’:~) 13’ is either i rreducible or reducible according to 
which class in A, the elements of order 9 in s’ fuse. There are just two 
classes in A, of elements of order 9 which consist of 9-cycles; these two 
classes are conjugate in S,. There are also precisely two conjugacy classes 
of subgroups isomorphic to L,(S) in A,, with representatives H,, iYz, say. 
The elements of order 9 in H, and Hz are 9-cycles which lie in different 
A,-classes, and ~1~; and vtYl differ on these classes. The restriction of v’:~) 
to one of the groups H, is irreducible and to the other it has comtituents 
of degrees 1 and 7. Thus for each i = 1, 2, there is a unique A^,-class of sub- 
groups L2(8) to which q’:91 restricts irreducibly. Thus row six of Table II 
holds. 
Case n = 10. Here S is either A, or A,. It is made obvious, however, 
that S & A 5 simply by considering degrees. So assume that S z,4,, and 
observe that the action of S on I is isomorphic to the action on its Sylow 
3-subgroups. As before, we determine the class fusion from A, to >i,,,, and 
we find that the elements of orders 2, 3, 4. and 5 in S have cycle types 
(2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3), (4,4), and (5, 5) in S,,,. Thus s?Zz,x A,, and hence 
the degree of any irreducible character of f? is at most IAut(S) : SI = 4 
times the degree of an irreducible character of ,S. Thus xL( 1) 6 40, and so 
it must be the case that E, = { lo}, as other character degrees are at least 48. 
According to the fusion described above, we see that 1 I ,o,l / jr is a sum of 
two distinct characters of degree 8. It follows that x I ,0) 1 H is irreducible if 
and only if fi induces an automorphism on sf which interchanges these 
two characters. Recall that the three subgroups of index 2 in Aut(S)l are S,, 
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PGL,(9). and M,,,, and PGL?(9) is in fact the stabilizer of each of these 
characters in Aut(S). Consequently, S< H < PGLI(9), and so H is one of 
S,, M,,,, and Aut(S). Since elements of S, :,.S induce odd permutations on 
the Sylow 3-subgroups of S, we now see that row five of Table I and row 
seven of ,Table 11 give the correct examples for n = 10. Note that M ,,) lies 
in il ,(, whereas S, and PGL,(9) do not. 
Case PI = Il. Here S is either Lz( 11 ) or M,, However, it is easy to 
discard L,( It), for the largest degree of an irreducible character of a 
covering group of Aut( Lz( 11 )) is 12. Thus we must have S 2 M,, , and by 
considering degrees, we see that the only possibility is for G = A,, and 
i. = { 11 ). Now one can read from the permutation character of M,, that 
each involution lixes just three points in I. Thus r/:, , I t:akes the value 0 on 
involutions in M,, , and hence it follows that vi,, I /S’ is irreducible. As 
there are just two classes of M, , in A,, . row eight of Table II has now been 
verified. 
CUSP tz = 12. Here S z L2( II), M,, , or M,?. The usual degree con- 
siderations eliminate Lz( 11 ) and M, , By using the permutation characters 
of M,z, we see that involutions with centralizer Z, x Ss in M,, are fixed 
point free. and hence the preimages in g,? of such involutions have order 
4. Consequently SE 2. M,?, the double cover of M,,. By comparing the 
degrees of the irreducible characters of 2 ,? and s,? and those of 2 M,?. we 
see that the only possibilities are x, = 4 : ,?: . 7 I, I :, or q I, ,, , I By using the 
permutation characters. one can easily determine all class fusion from M,, 
to S,?. and thence verify that these characters indeed remain irreducible 
upon restriction to 2. M,?. We thus obtain row six of Table I and row nine 
of Table II. 
Cast tr = 13. Here SZ L,(3), and the action of S on I is isomorphic 
to the action of S on the l-spaces in the 3-dimensional vector space over 
GF(3). Since this action does not extend to Aut(L,(3)), it must be the case 
that H = S. But then fi z Zz x L,(3) has no faithful irreducible character 
with the same degree as one of A,, or s,,. 
Cusr n = 14. Here 5’~ L,( 13) But then the largest degree of an 
irreducible character of a covering group of Aut(S) is only 14, and so no 
example can arise. 
Case n = 1.5. Here S 2 A, or A,. Degree considerations eliminate A,. 
So we analyze the case SZ Ax. The action of S on I is isomorphic to its 
action on non-zero vectors in the 4-dimensional vector space over GF(2) 
(recall that A, z L,(2)). This action does not extend to S,, and hence 
H = S. An involution with two Jordan blocks fixes precisely 3 non-zero 
vectors, and hence its preimage in sIs has order 4. Therefore 3 z 1,. 
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Moreover, it is clear (by degrees) that the only possibility is G = A ,s, 
i.= { 151, and q1,51 la,=q1,,2,,1. Now let .UE~ be a 3-cycle in A,. On the 
one hand we see that q :5,2,, $Y) = 4. On the other hand, s acts with no 
fixed point on the 15 non-zero vectors, and so has live orbits. Therefore, 
using Schur’s formula for the character values of the basic spin representa- 
tion [IS], q I ,5J.~) = - 2. We have proved that no example occurs in this 
case. 
Casr II = 16. Here H < AGL,(2) 2 24 : L,(2). As in the case where 
II = 8, we see that x,(l) must divide lL,(2)1. However, using Wagner’s 
Theorem 2.5, 2’1 x;( 1 ), and so no example arises. 
Cuse n= 17, 21, 22, 23, 01’ 24. Here SrL,(16), L,(4), MZ2, ‘M,,, or 
M,,. respectively. In all cases, it is clear from the character degrees of 5’ 
and any double cover of S that no example can arise. This is an e:asy yet 
tedious check. Alternatively, one may invoke Ito’s Theorem and Wagner’s 
Theorem 2.5. For example, if S 2 L,(4), then the action of S on I is 
isomorphic to its action on l-spaces in the 3-dimensional vector space over 
GF(4). Since this action does not extend to S with its graph automorphism 
adjoined, it follows that H < PTL,(4) 2 PGL,(4).2. Thus Ito’s Theorem 
implies that I,.( 1) must divide 2’ ‘3’ ‘5 .7. On the other hand. Theorem 2.5 
implies that xr( 1) is divisible by 2’, and this supplies the desired contradic- 
tion The same argument also disposes of Lz( 16), Mzz, and Mzi. A similar 
argument works for M14, since Mzj has no irreducible character with 
degree divisible by 1024. 
Case n = 32. Here H<AAGL,(~)z~~ : L,(2), and as in the cases 
where tz = 8, 16, we find that I;( 1) must divide IL,(2)l. On the other hand, 
Theorem 2.5 implies that xj.( 1) is divisible by 215, and so no example 
occurs. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4. 1 
7. THE STAIRCASE 
In this section we consider the situation in which the character 4; 
remains irreducible when restricted to a maximal subgroup, where 
1. = {/, I - 1, . . . . 1 1 with n = 1(1+ 1)/2. This character is sometimes called the 
stuircusr because of the shape of its shifted iagram. The main result of this 
section is Theorem 7.1, which appears below. 
Suppose @ is a maximal subgroup of s,, for which 4;. I A is irreducible. 
If H is primitive, then either H = A,, or H appears in Theorem 6.3, and 
hence H appears in Theorem 7.1 (i) or (vi), below. 
Now consider the case in which H is transitive yet imprimitive. Then 
H = S,, ) S, where n = ah and a, h > 2. In particular, 1 HI = (u !)h h !. Using 
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Theorem 2.4, we can choose a prime p satisfying rz/2 < p < IZ. Now primes 
occurring in the denominator of (2.1) are at most 21- 1, and so if I > 7, we 
have p > +!(I + 1) 3 21- 1, which means p / #,.( I). However, p does not 
divide Ifil. a contradiction. Similarly. if I= 5 or 6, then 13 1 dj,( 1), yet 13 
does not divide Ifi/. We are left with the cases I= 3,4. If I= 4, then n = IO 
and d;.( 1) = 96. Since 96’ > 2 x (2 !)’ 5 !, it follows that H cannot be S, 2 S,, 
and hence H = S, ) S2, as given in part (iv) of Theorem 7.1. If I= 3, then 
H appears in part (v). 
Finally, suppose that H is intransitive. In this case H = S,, (, u with 
II< n/2. Here Corollary 2.2 shows that N ~2, and so H appears in 
Theorem 7.1 (ii) or (iii). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 7.1, we must show that 1 does in fact 
remain irreducible upon restriction to the groups appearing in (i)--(vi). This 
holds in case (i) by 2B, and in case (vi) by Theorem 6.3. The branching 
rules in 2E and Lemma 4.2 take care of (ii) and (iii). We now consider part 
(iv). Using the method described in 2F, we see that @,I s,,, has con- 
stituentsd,,,,, J,,/ anddI,.,l.r,,,i. As these two characters have degree 48, 
d,.I s,., is dg;Ll’ to their sum. Moreover, an element in ti\s,,, interchanges 
them, where H = S, { Sz, and so 4,. 1 fi is irreducible. The same argument 
shows that 4, j fi is irreducible when /= 3 and H = S, ) S,. Finally, if 
H = S, t S,, then an outer automorphism of jb takes A to an intransitive 
subgroup .!?,,? and takes I$ I 3,,, : to d :hj. We prove in Section 8 that 
(b Ih: ( s,, is irreducible, and hence so is Q1 1 ?,,, I ( fi. (Alternatively, one can 
show directly that this character remains irreducible.) 
We have now proved 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose thut 1. = {I, I - 1. . . . 1 ). n = /(I + 1 )/2 > 6 and 
that fi is a rnuxirnal subgroup of’ s,, Then q5, I k is irreducible $ and only ij 
one of‘ the jbllo\r,ing holds. 
(i) H=A,, mdA is odd (i.e., l-2. 3 (mod4)). 
(ii) H = S,, I, I
(iii) H=S,, ?.?. 
(iv) n= 10 und H=S5<Sr. 
(v) n=6 und H=S,)S, or S7)S3. 
(vi) n = 6 und H = S5 (transitive on si.u letters). 
8. THE BASIC SPIN CHARACTER 
In this section we discuss situations in which the basic spin character 
d:,,; remains irreducible when restricted to maximal subgroups. The main 
result here is 
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THEOREM 8.1. Suppose I? is a maximal subgroup qf s,, . Then (b (,~) 1fi i.r 
irreducible {f and only if one qf‘ the follolcing holds. 
(i) H=A,, with n even (ie. in) ‘> > lran odd partition). 
(ii) H=S,, il,u with a < n,l2 and n even. 
(iii) H = S,, ) S, with n = ah, a, h 3 2. 
(iv) H is either Z, .Z,, S,, AGL,(2), or Aut(A,), as in Theorem 6.3. 
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 8.1, we discuss the characters of 
certain subgroups of S,, of the form XY, where X and Y act on disjoint 
subsets of ( 1, . . . . H}. More specifically, we assume 
(a) X, Y<S,, u,‘, with 2<a<n-2; 
(b) X acts on { 1, . . . . 0) and fixes {a + I, . . . . n) pointwise: 
(c) Y acts on {a + 1, . . . . n} and fixes ( 1, . . . CI) pointwise; 
(d) ($=Z($,)=Xn Y; 
(e) neither X nor Y is contained in A,,. 
Define X,, = Xn A,, and Y, = Yn a,,, so that [X,,, Y] = [X, Y,,] == I and 
[x, ~1 = 2 whenever x E X\X, and y E Y\ Y,. We generalize the notion of 
self-associated characters of s,, to arbitrary subgroups of s,,, as follows. If 
1 is a character of K, a subgroup of s,,, then its associate is (sgn / K)x. If 
x and its associate are equal, then x is said to be self-associated. IfKd A,,, 
then of course all characters of K are self-associated. Ifx is a self-associated 
character of X, then 1 vanishes on X\X, and x I X, is a sum of two distinct 
irreducibles. If x is not self-associated, then x 1 X0 is irreducible. Note also 
that if JE Y\Y,, then x’ = (sgn (X)x is the associate of x. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Assume h?~potheses (a)-(e) above. The irreducible 
characters of XY are of thefbrm x * $, where x E Irr(X), I+!I E Irr( Y), and the 
.stcrr p oduct 3: * $ is given as ,follon~.s. 
(i) [f x and @ are both self-associated, then z * I+!I is self-a.wociated 
and 
(ii) Jf neither x nor $ is self-associated, then x * $ is self-associated 
and 
if x E X, and 1’ E Y,, 
otherk+ise. 
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(iv) Thr ,rume us (iii) with X and Y intt~rchurrgcrl (so x is not ,se!f- 
us.socia ted hut * is ). 
Furthmnorr, euch of’ thtw chuructt>r.s is irtwiucihle. 
Proof: Suppose 0 is an irreducible character of XY. Let xo$,J be an 
irreducible constituent of 0 / X0 Y,,, where x0 E lrr(X,,) and tic, E Irr( Y,,). As 
X,, and Y,, commute, all members of Irr(X,, Y,,) are of this form. By 
Frobenius Reciprocity, 0 is a constituent of xo$oI .::,r,.,,. Here we use a 
standard notation for the induced character of C/J from H to G, namely. 
SlZ3 where H < G and C$ is a character of H. Observe that ;(<I 1 i,, is either 
irreducible or a sum of two distinct irreducibles, depending on whether 
x0 = 1; for some .u E X’\X,,. If xh #x0, ;co I::,, is irreducible. in which case we 
say x0 induct~.s. Let this irreducible be denoted by x. It is self-associated, 
x 1 X,, = x0 + x$. and ;c; / i,(, = x. If x; = lo for .Y E X‘5sX,,. then x0 / ii, is a sum 
of two distinct irreducibles which are associates. Denote them by y*. They 
are not self-associated, x ’ 1 X,, = x0, and ;c,, / -:I,, = I ’ + z In this case we 
say x0 e.~ttwu’.s. A similar notation is used for io. The four possibilities 
for x0 and tic, inducing or extending give rise to the four cases in the 
proposition. 
(i) Suppose x0 and $,) both induce. Then II/ = $,,I i,, is irreducible. 
As X,, and Y commute, x0$ E Irr(X,, Y). If XE X\X,,, 1; #xc, and $‘= $, 
as II/ is self-associated. This means (x,,lc/)‘ = xi$ ’ = x; $ # x0$, and so 
x0$ j:;,:L. isirreducible. The character values for x0$1 $,y,, are exactly the 
character values given in (i) for x * $. Note that x and 1+5 are self-associated 
and x * I,$ is irreducible and self-associated. Indeed, x0$0 1 ii:;;, = ): * $ in 
this case. Any self-associated character x or $ is of the form x0 I ::,, or $,) / :,,. 
hence the character in (i) is irreducible. 
(ii) Suppose x(,.and ${I both extend. Let x5 be the two extensions of 
x0 and $ i be those of tjO. Now x0$ + E Irr(X,, Y). If I E X\,,X,,, ~3 =x0 and 
(i)‘)‘=lj . and so (x~~$+)‘=;c;($ + )‘=xo+ #x(,$+. As before, 
x0$+ ( :,,i,, isirreducible. Its restriction to X,, Y is x0$ + +x0$ , and so its 
character values are the same as those of x’ * $” (c, 6 E i +, - ) ) in (ii). As 
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neither z nor $ is self-associated, x * $ in (ii) is irreducible. Note here that 
xotjO( ,:,yy,, = 2(;! * $). Any characters 1, $ which are not self-associated are 
of the form x*, $L as above, so the character in (ii) is irreducible. 
(iii) Suppose x0 induces and I/I extends. Then x0$ + E Irr(X,, Y). As 
II/ + has the distinct associate tj and X,, d a,,, 2[o$ + and x0$ are distinct 
associates. Also for s E X’\,X,,, z; # lo as x0 induces. Now (x0$ + )‘= 
(x;)($’ )‘ = z;rl/ #x0$ +, and so ;I= lotjt 1 :,r,. is irreducible. Here 
;,(.q) = 0 if s E X\X, and ;I X,, Y = %,,I,$ + + xhrj If s,, E X,, and ~~~~ E Y,,, 
i’(-~o?~o)=%o(-~o) $‘(?.,I)+%;,(-%,)$ 0’0) 
= (xc, + %:,)(.hlti(Y,,) 
= %(-h)lc/(.vo). 
If .vo E X,, and ~3 E Y \, Y,,, 
= d(s,)lC/+(y). 
These are the character values of x * $ + in (iii), and so x * $ + is 
irreducible. Its associate is ~I+G or the character obtained by choosing the 
other sign for d. Here xotjo / :‘y,r,:,.,, = x * II, + + I* rj As above, the lcharac- 
ter in (iii) is irreducible. 
(iv) If lo extends and rc/ induces, the argument and result are as 
in (iii). 
We have shown that in all cases the constituents of x~,I+!I~, 1 i.:;,,, are of the 
form x * I/J, and so all irreducibles of XY are of this form. 1 
The following proposition describes how the characters x * $ res,trict to
the three subgroups of index 2, X,, Y, XY,, and D = (X,, Y,,, xy),, where 
.t- E X’,\,X,, and J’ E Y ‘\ Y,, 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Retain the notation und hypothrsrs of Proposition 8.2. 
.4lso assume that .Y E X\,X,, and ~1 E Y’\, Y,,. The restrictions of 2 * Q!J ure as 
filllOW. 
(i) Jf x und I+!I me both self-associated, then 
%*~/~,~y=xo~+%;$ 
%*~I~Yo=X~o+%I1/I, 
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where $1 Y,,=$,, and~~X,,=,y,~+~~. 
Proqf: All assertions follow directly from the results and proofs of the 
previous proposition, except for the information concerning ): * t/j ID in 
case (ii). We prove this here. Let 6) and cr be the representations affording 
x and $, respectively, and define a map rk as 
if 
T f (.YJ~ )= 
1 
p(.u)O 4.k) s E X,, and J E Y,, 
-tip(.\-)@a(),) if .Y E X’s,X,, and J’ E Y?\ Y,,. 
It is easy to check that T + is a homomorphism. The only case 
not straightforward is checking T,(.u)~x, J,) = T_+(.YJ') T~(.u, J’,) when 
X, s, E ,X7,X,, and ~1, J’, E Y’, Y,,. Here 
Evidently T_+ is irreducible as its restriction to X, Y,, is irreducible. 1 
Remurk. It follows from Proposition 8.3 that any irreducible character 
of XY reduces upon restriction to X,, Y,,. 
The results of Propositions 8.2 and 8.3 can be used to define inductively 
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the characters do,. ,,,B, introduced in [22, (4.2) and (4.3)] and described in 
2D. Indeed, if 0, E DP,, and fiz E DP,, ~(,, then the character dN,,,12 is 
$,I, * dlf2. Furthermore, 4,? ,,,... ,<,= 4,] ,.,..,, {,- * dLi,, and the characters can be 
obtained directly from Propositions 8.2 and 8.3. This provides an alternate 
method for treating the characters c$,<), ,,,. 
We now prove two lemmas which are used to analyse the case where 
4 :,zI remains irreducible when restricted to S,, 
n 
L,,(, and S,, ) S, (with KI= ah). 
LEMMA 8.4. Assume that X 6 s,, und that qbI 1 X is irreducible. Then rj, 1 X 
is not self-associated (f and only if i. is odd und the image of X in S,, contains 
CI l-cycle. 
Proyf Assume that 4;. ( X is not self-associated. Then neither is ci, , and 
so A is odd. Moreover 4,: and 4,; differ only on R-cycles, and so .Y must 
contain a i-cycle (see 2A). The converse is also clear. 1 
LEMMA 8.5. Assume hypotheses (a))(e) ahooe, so that XQ ,$, und 
Y < ,!?,, (,. Further assume that u E DP,,, 1’ E DP,, (,, q5,( / X and rj, 1Y are 
both irreducible, X contains u p-cycle, und Y c’ontuins a v-cycle. 
(i) [f both db, 1 X and d, ( Y are self-ussociuted, or if neither is se(f- 
associated, then I$,,,,, I XY = (dL, /X) * (4,. /Y), which is irreducible and self- 
associated. 
(ii) If rjIL 1 X is self-associated lrhile c$,, 1 Y is not self-associated, then 
d:,. IXY and $!I,, I XY ure distinct ussociuted irreducible characters of XY. 
Proqf Observe that the character values of q5Ln, I XY given in [22!, (4.2)] 
agree with those of (q5,, I X) * (dV I Y) g iven in Proposition 8.2, and the result 
follows. 1 
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. First assume that H is a maximal subgroup such 
that c,~,,, / l? is irreducible. If H is primitive, then (i) or (iv) holds by 
Theorem 6.3. If H is transitive yet imprimitive, then (iii) holds. Finally, 
assume that H is intransitive, so that H = S, (,,L, for some u < n/2. 
Evidently d I ,1 0), IN1 is a constituent of &,,] I I?, and if n is odd, then both 
characters 4 & Oi, I<,1 are constituents. Therefore n must be even, and so (ii) 
holds. 
We now prove the “if” part of the theorem. If H appears in (i) or (iv), 
then q5;,,) I Z? is irreducible by 2B and Theorem 6.3. Next suppose that (ii) 
holds. It’follows from 2D and 2E (second paragraph) that the only possible 
constituents of ~j.1 S,, ~,,(, are of the form q’~ (,I ~C,j,(U) (for if p E DP,, (, and 
u<(n), then ,u={n-u}). As n is even, either both 4:,, (,: and di,,; 
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are self-associated, or neither is self-associated. and so according to 
LemmaU(i), di,, mt,;.:i,: I.$,, t,,i, s irreducible. 
Suppose now that H is transitive yet imprimitive, so that H = S,) S,. 
with n = ah. We use induction on h to show that d 1 I? is irreducible. There 
is nothing to prove when h = I, and when h = 2, we may use the argument 
in the previous paragraph. So suppose that h> 3 and consider the sub- 
group K = S,, x (S,, 2 S, , ) of H and the subgroup L = S,, ) S,, , of K. 
Clearly K 6 S,, x S,,,h , /, and we assume by induction that bI, ,,,, , ,: 1 i is 
irreducible. 
Suppose first that u is even. Then by part (ii) of the theorem proved 
above, dItrI I %f,,h I I=41r,:.Ic,(h , ,: is irreducible. Moreover, 4 Io(,, , , I 1 i is 
irreducible [by induction). and this character is not seif-associated because 
a(h - 1) is even and L contains rt(h - I )-cycles (see Lemma 8.4). In 
addition, 4 :(,; )3, is not self-associated for the same reason. Therefore by 
Lemma 8.5(i), 4 :,,:. ic,tf, , ,: j t? is irreducible. Thus 4 :I!; ) R is irreducible, and 
hence so is 4 :)I ) H. 
Suppose u is odd and h is even. As before. d, :I,; /k$t,,, ,,,, , , = d [iii. :‘,,/, ); 
is irreducible. In this case. however. both d:,,, and dir,,,, j /: are self- 
associated, and so we may reason as in the prev’ious paragraph, applying 
Lemma 8.5(i) again. 
To finish, suppose N is odd and h is odd. Here 4 l,,,h , ): 1 i is irreducible 
and not self-associated, while 4 11,1 s,, is self-associated. Thus by Lemma 
8,5(ii). 4 :,,! 1k is a sum of two distinct irreducibles, (CI,, iz, say. Thus the 
corresponding Ck-module contains precisely two irreducible Ck-sub- 
modules. t’, and V,, say. Now Lemma 8.5(ii) shows that d:,,; Is, ,.,,,,, , , is 
also a sum of two distinct irreducibles, whence I/, and V, are also 
$,,.4h , ,-invariant. As Sc,,a(,, , / is maximal in j,,, and as V, and V2 are not 
S,,-invariant. it follows that an element in h E fi’~,~~,,u,h ,) does not fix V, 
and C’, Consequently 4 :I! I1 (k 12) is irreducible, whence so is 4 ;,I 1 i? The 
proof is complete. i 
All parts of Theorem 1.1 have now been proven, using Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 6.3, Theorem 7.1, and Theorem 8. I. (Note that the case from 
Theorem 5.l(iv) occurs in Theorem 1.1 only with H= S,, ,,, , for it is 
assumed in Theorem I .I that fi is maximal in s,,. ) 
9. THE A’,, CASE 
In this section we apply the results and arguments above to prove 
Theorem 1.2 for A,,. Recall from 2B that the irreducible characters of a,, 
are qj. = #j. 1 A^,, for i. odd and the two constituents q: (i = 1, 2) of 4,. ) A,, 
when i. is even. In particular, if 2 is even. @,I a,, = q; + q;, and as usual, ‘1, 
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denotes either a; in this case. The following lemma is exploited several 
times in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 9.1. Assume thut K = S,, (I,Li or K = S,, ) S,, lzirh n = uh, und that 
H= Kn A,,. 
(i ) Assumc~ thut q5, / I? is irreducible. Then q,. / fi is irreducihlt~ if and 
onI)* (f either 1. is even or i is odd und K conruins u ib-q~clt~. 
(ii) Jf $,,I I? is irreducible and ye,, ( l? is irreducible. then j. is eren, 
4/.l~=xl+;(2~ \clirh 1, irreducible, x1 # x2, 1, anti x2 urr u.s.swiuI’e.s. und 
;rlI~==~IH=~jI~==~f/~. 
Prot?f: Part (i) is immediate from 2A, 2B, and Lemma 2.3. We now 
prove (ii). If i is odd, then 4, /A,, is irreducible, and hence qsj.I fi is 
irreducible (since ye;. = 4; ) a,,). But this forces ~j.1 k to be irreducible, 
against our hypothesis. Thus i. is even. Now if k E k\fi, then (v:)~ = qs by 
Lemma 2.3. Consequently k interchanges II_) 1 fi and ?1; I Z? by conjugation, 
so they are both irreducible, and so 4j. 1 H is a sum of two irreducibles. 
Thus the same holds for 4, / k. Hence we may write 4,.1 I?= 1, + ,y?, with 
x, an irreducible character of I? and x, / fi an irreducible character of fi. By 
Lemma 2.3. x, (k’) # 0 for some k’ E k\,G. Since j, is even, cjj(k’) = 01. There- 
fore r,(k’) = -x2(/k’). which proves )I, # x1. Since (sgn) ~j. = d,, it follows 
that both ^  x, and (sgn/ I?) ;I, are constituents of 4,1 I?, and hence 
1: =Jsgn 1 K!x,. In other words, x, and x2 are associates. In particular, 
1, ( H= )I~ / H, and so the final equalities in the statement of (ii) .are now 
clear. 1 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.2 by proving the “only if” portion. So 
assume that H is a maximal subgroup of A,, and that ‘1; /fi is irreducible 
for some jU. If H is primitive, then we appeal to Theorem 6.4. This :;ituation 
gives rise to cases (8)-( 16) of Theorem 1.2. Note that .4GL2(3 ) n A, : 
3’ : SLJ3). 
Suppose next that H is intransitive, so that H = S,, i,,(, n A,, with u <n/2. 
Let K be the subgroup S,, (,,,, d S,, containing H as a subgroup of index 2. 
If 4;. 1 k is irreducible, then K and 1. appear in parts (2), (3), or (4) of 
Theorem 1.1. If K and 2 occur in part (2) of Theorem 1.1 
(Theorem 1.1.(2)), then by Lemma 9.1(i), it must be the case that r = 0, and 
this gives rise to Theorem 1.2(2). If K and i. occur in Theorem 1.1(3), then 
H and i. appear in Theorem 1.2(3). On the other hand, K and ,;. cannot 
occur in Theorem 1 .1(4), for here 1, = {n } is odd and K does not contain 
an n-cycle (see Lemma 9.1(i)). We may assume therefore that dj,I k is 
reducible, so that Lemma 9.l(ii) applies. In particular, i. is even. If E, has 
more than one corner, then arguments appearing in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 using Theorem 4.3(ii) show that (+,, ?,?I K, I )K:=O, and 
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hence [ 151 implies that I(= S,, l But according to the branching rule 
(2.8 1, 4;. I s,2 , has at least three constituents when 1. has at least two 
corners; this contradicts the fact that #;. / K has only two irreducible 
constituents, by Lemma 9.1 (ii ). 
Thus i has just one corner. If i= {u), then we must have n odd (since 
jU is even), and so part (4) of Theorem 2 occurs. We may assume therefore 
that i. # irr), so that /3 2. If u B 3, then Corollary 2.2 implies that 4; 1 &has 
at least two non-associated constituents 4/l., d,,,,,,,. As tilt,, ) ti# q${,..,,,) ILi, 
we reach the desired contradiction by Lemma 9.1 (ii). Therefore a < 2. If 
II = I, then it must be the case that I., > 2, as we are assuming that 4;. 1 Z? 
is reducible (see Theorem 1.1(2)); thus H and 3. appear in Theorem 1.2( 1). 
Finally, we are left with the case in which (I = 2. Since 4; I!? is reducible, 
it follows from Theorem 1.1(3) that E.,> 2. But then Lemma 4.2(i) implies 
that d,.ik has norm at least 3, which violates Lemma 9.l(ii). This 
contradiction completes the analysis in the case where H is intransitive. 
Now assume that H is transitive, so that H = Kn A,,, where K= S,) S, 
and where n = ah. First assume that 4,. 1 Z? is irreducible, so that K, i appear 
in parts (5), (6), or (7) of Theorem 1.1. If K and 2 appear in parts (.5) or 
(6) of Theorem 1. I, then H and 1 appear in parts (5) or (6) of Theorem I .2. 
Consider now the case where K and i appear in part (7) of Theorem 1.1. 
Here 1. = {3, 2, 1 )., which is odd. and so Lemma 9.1(i) implies that K con- 
tains a ).-cycle. However, Sz ) S, does not contain a I.-cycle. Therefore 
K = S3 ) Sz, and so H appears in part (7) of Theorem 1.2. Thus we can 
assume that dj, 12 is reducible. Therefore Lemma 9.ljii) applies, and so 3. is 
even, As in the intransitive case above, if E. has two or more corners, then 
the multiplicity of $,, 2,2 in ~j.~,. is greater than 1, which forces K to be 
either 2-homogeneous or intransitive, a contradiction. We infer that i has 
just one corner, and so PI=+&/+ l)+rl, j,== (E+r,I- 1 +Y,..., I+r), and 
4i.l 1 1 = 
2(” ‘)qjl(l+ l)+rl)! 
n 
j--i 
c;.(l+r)!(/- I ft,)!“‘(l fr)!,.,,2r+i+j‘ 
Since 4;. I i? is reducible, ,! # {n 1 by Theorem 1.1(5), and hence 13 2. When 
I= 2, we have n = 2r + 3 and d,( 1 ) is divisible by all primes p satisfying 
r+ 3 < p<2r +2. Note that r 3 3 since n is not prime, and so by 
Theorem 2.4, there is always such a prime p in this range (small values of 
r must be checked separately). But then p I q,( 1 ), yet p does not divide I &I 
as y > )2/2, a contradiction. If 13 3, then q;( 1) is divisible by all primes 
between 2r + 21- 1 and n. Note that 2r + 21- I < $n + 2, and so by 
Theorem 2.4, there is always such a prime in this range, provided 
+n + 2 3 29, or n > 41. When n < 40, we check by hand that there is always 
such a prime, except when n= 69, or 10. If II = 10, then ,? = 14, 3,2, 11, 
and due to our assumption that 4,. ) I? is reducible, K = S, ) S,. But then 
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qi,( 1)’ = 482 > +2’5 ! = 4 Ifi\, and hence q,, 1 fi is reducible (n.b., the :sum of 
the squares of the faithful irreducible characters of fi is bounded above by 
$ lfil). Similarly, if n = 9, then i = (4, 3, 21, and vr( 1 )’ = 48” > 3” ‘2’ = 
i IAl. This leaves the case n = 6, which is impossible in light of our assump- 
tion that di I i? is reducible. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 we must show that ,i / fi is 
irreducible for all i. and H which occur in parts (1 ))( 16) of the statement. 
For the primitive groups in (8))( 16) we can quote Theorem 6.4. Moreover, 
since the imprimitive groups S, { S, (with n = uh) contain an n-cycle, it 
follows from Theorem 1.1(5) and Lemma 9.1 (i) that Theorem 1.2 holds in 
case (5). In the exact same way we see that Theorem 1.2 holds in ca:ses (2) 
(3), (6), and (7). (Note that in case (6) { 4, 3, 2, 1 } is even, and in case (7) 
S, ) Sz contains a { 3, 2, 1 )-cycle.) Now assume that H and i are as 
described in part (1) of Theorem 1.2. Then 4; / gll , = $,t, + #;;,, where ( 
is the bottom corner of A. Evidently i/c is odd as i. ‘is even, <and so 
4’, I A, I is irreducible by 2B. However, a,, ~, is precisely I?, whence 4, I fi 
is a sum of just two irreducibles. Consequently 4; I fi must be irreducible 
for i = 1, 2. Finally, take the case where H and i. are as in part (4) of 
Theorem 1.2. Here &;,,) 1 s,, o,. is a sum of two associated characters 
4$, “).[U)T neither of which vanish on an element r which is the product 
of an (n -u)-cycle in g,,-,, with an a-cycle in s,, (see [22, (4.2)] or 
Proposition 8.2(iii)). Note that r E k\H. Thus by Lemma 2.3, d$ ill. :(I: /ti 
is irreducible. Consequently 4;. I fi has just two irreducible constituents, 
both of which are II),,: I e=~i,,~ I I?. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
10. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
To prove Theorem 1.3, we first assume that fi is a quasisimple proper 
subgroup of A,,, that ye; is a faithful irreducible character of A,,, and that 
qj./ g is irreducible. We see that H (the image of fi in A,,) is simple, for 
Z(H) acts as scalar matrices on the corresponding module, ,and so 
Z(k) < Z(A,). As in the proofs of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4, I HI 3 2” ‘, and 
hence H and n appear in Proposition 6.1. If H acts transitively on { I, . . . n}, 
then it is easily checked that X is in fact primitive (this holds because the 
index of any non-maximal subgroup of H is always larger than the upper 
bound given on n). So, in this case, H is given in Theorem 6.4, and hence 
H appears in parts (4)-(8) in Theorem 1.3. 
We can assume therefore that H is intransitive. Thus H is contained in 
a maximal subgroup K of A,,, and K is of the form S, u,u r\ A,, or 
S,,,, {S, n A,,. In the first case, K and 3. appear in parts (l)-(4) of 
Theorem 1.2. First consider ( 1 ), so that Z?= a,, , Then ‘1; /Z?= vi. ( , where 
c is the bottom corner. However, I./L. = {I+ r, I- 1 + Y, . . . 1 + Y, Y), and 
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hence vi ( is reducible upon restriction to all proper subgroups of A,, , by 
Theorem 1.2. Thus H= K, and so H appears in Theorem 1.3( 1). Next 
assume that K and /1 occur in part (2) of Theorem 1.2. Then K= A,, , and 
ul,l~==‘I/,~ where again c is the bottom corner and E./c = [I, I - I. . . . . 3. 2 ). 
If H = K, then H appears in Theorem 1.3( I ). If H # K, then it follows from 
the previous argument that A,, 7 = H = S,, ?.I n K, and it must be the case 
that I,;!(’ iseven, as stipulated in Theorem 1.2( I ). Consequently i. is even, 
and so H appears in Theorem 1.3(2). Next assume that K and i. occur in 
part (3 ) of Theorem I .2. Here K 2 S,, ?, and i?z s,, ?. Moreover. 
Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 8.3 show that v,l k= I$,~, where 
/I= (I, I- 1, . . . 3, I )-. According to Theorem 1.1, 4,, remains irreducible 
upon restriction to a proper subgroup only if ,U is odd, and hence i. is even. 
Moreover, the only maximal subgroup of I? to which 4{, restricts 
irreducibly is A,, ?. and hence H d A,, :. However, according to 
Theorem 1.2, the character k~,~ of a,, ? never restricts irreducibly to a 
proper subgroup of A,, ?, and hence it must be the case that H = A,, ?. 
Once again. H appears in part (2) of Theorem 1.3. Now suppose that K 
and i. occur in Theorem 1.2(4), so that II is odd. Consider first he case in 
which LI= 1. so that H<A,, ,. Here ?I:,~I,<,, I = ‘1 ; ,2 , I1 and since II - I 
is even, it follows from Theorem 1.2 that H must be transitive on II - 1 
points. The case in which H = A,, , appears in Theorem I .3(3). So we can 
assume that H-c A,, , . Since H is transitive in A,, , , we deduce (as we did 
in the first paragraph of this section) that H is in fact primitive. Therefore 
H appears in Table II. Since H is simple and II - I is even, the only 
possibilities are H = A,, II - I = 6, and H = M,2r IZ ~ 1 = 12. Consequently 
H and j, appear in parts (9) or ( 10) of Theorem 1.3. We can assume now 
that (I 3 2. According to the proof of Theorem 8.1 in Section 8. 
~~,,:I~,, ‘,.<I = 4:‘,, ,,;.;<,;+&,! ,,:.;i,; = (&f, 0 *d~‘rJ(d~,, ,,I *ditll) 
Moreover, according to the remark after the proof of Proposition 8.3, each 
irreducible character of s,, (,.i, reduces when restricted to A,, <,.4^,,. It now 
follows that the restriction of dl,,; to ,2,, ,,A^,, contains at least four 
irreducible constituents. Consequently, for i = 1, 2, the restriction of q’:,,, to 
4, ,,a,, has two irreducible constituents. In particular, t~‘~,,~ 1 fiis reducible, 
and so no example arises here. 
Finally, suppose that K = S,, 2 ) S2 n A,,. Here K appears in (5 ), (6) or 
(7) in Theorem 1.2. As S3 ) S2 is solvable, we can eliminate part (7). If K 
occurs in (6) then it must be the case that HzA,. But here 
i.= j4.3.2, I), whence q,( I ) = 48, which is not the degree of an irreducible 
character of a covering group of A,. This leaves the case where K occurs 
in (5) and here /I = {n}. However, by using the remark after the proof of 
Proposition 8.3, we see that 4::: / k,,?a,, 2 is reducible. Since n is even, 
4 1,1 I I J,, = rfl,, I and hence ?I ;,, I1 A,, z A,, 2 is also reducible. Therefore q :,, // fi 
is reducible. We have therefore proved the only if portion of Theorem 3. I. 
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To prove the if portion, note that all entries in Theorem 1.3 have 
appeared already in Theorem 1.2, except for parts (2), (9), and (10). To 
handle part (2), we observe that qI,,,~~ ,, .,, I restricts irreducibly to 
St, 2.2na,, as d:,., ,_ .,), I (see part (3) of Theorem 1.2), which in turn 
restricts irreducibly to a,, z as q :,,,- ,, .,3,,i (note that {I, I- 1, . . . . 3. 1 ) is 
odd as 11, I- 1, . . . . 3, 2, 1 ) is even). To handle parts (9) and (lo), use the 
branching rule and parts (9) and (16) of Theorem 1.2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
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